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Personne et les autres representing the Wallonia-
Brussels Federation in the Belgian Pavilion at 
the 56th Venice Biennale was selected by a jury 
composed of international and independent 
experts, who were attracted by the content and 
the international, intellectual and daring scope 
of the project, which unites a wide array of art-
ists originating from different continents and 
cultural worlds, led by the artist Vincent Meessen 
and the curator Katerina Gregos.

In my capacity of Minister President of the 
Wallonia-Brussels Federation, I am delighted 
with this multi-faceted exhibition that provides 
us, and all of you who visit the Belgian pavilion 
an encounter with a wealth of artistic, intel-
lectual, intercultural emotions — a reflection 
of the values that are so dear to the Wallonia-
Brussels Federation. 

As commissioner for the Belgian Pavilion, the 
Wallonia-Brussels Federation is pleased to 
contribute to the 56th edition of the Biennale. 
Following the call for projects to artists and 
commissioners, the artist Vincent Meessen and 
the curator Katerina Gregos were selected to 
represent Belgium with the project Personne et 
les autres, by a jury composed of experts.

The Biennale gives us the opportunity to re-
assert the input of artists and cultural practi-
tioners to the progressive construction of a soci-
ety. Vincent Meessen perfectly illustrates that 
vision with photographs, films, installations, 
in particular about the re-examination of our 
colonial past.

The project moves beyond the solo exhibition 
and invites ten artists originating from all over 
the world. It deviates from standardized master 
narratives and gives the floor to artists who 
were absent from pavilions of countries with a 
colonial past — until now.  

I am therefore extremely proud to hand over the 
keys of the Belgian pavilion to the artist and his 
curator, to whom I wish the greatest of success.

Joëlle MilqUet  
Vice-President of  
the Government  
of the Wallonia-Brussels 
Federation,  
Minister of Education,  
Culture and Children 

RUdy Demotte  
Minister-President of  
the Wallonia-Brussels  
Federation
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The Belgian Pavilion at the 56th Venice Biennale presents 
the work of Belgian artist Vincent Meessen together with 
international guest artists. Meessen’s proposal Personne 
et les autres breaks the tradition of Belgium’s representa-
tion in Venice to date, which has mostly featured solo or 
duo exhibitions of Belgian artists. It challenges the notion 
of the ‘national representation’ by moving away from the 
traditional format of a solo show and opening up to include 
multiple positions and viewpoints. 

Working in close collaboration, Meessen and curator 
Katerina Gregos have developed an international, thematic 
group exhibition, which is grounded in research-based prac-
tices. The exhibition welcomes ten other artists from four 
continents and — for the first time in the Belgian Pavilion 

— artists from Africa, all of whose work has explored the 
question of colonial modernity, and  most  of whom  have 
produced new work for the exhibition.

The title of the exhibition, Personne et les autres, is 
borrowed from a lost play by André Frankin, a Belgian 
art critic affiliated with the Lettrist and Situationist Inter-
nationals. The exhibition takes the history of the Pavilion 
and the international context of the Biennale as its point of 
departure; the Belgian Pavilion itself was the first foreign 
Pavilion to be built in the Giardini in Venice. This was during 
the reign of King Leopold II, a year before Congo Free State 
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(Léopold II’s private property, claimed during the imperial 
powers’ ‘Scramble for Africa’ in the late nineteenth century) 
was handed over to the Belgian State.

The exhibition explores the consequences of political, 
historical, cultural and artistic interaction between Europe 
and Africa during the time of colonial modernity, and in its 
aftermath. It probes unknown or overlooked micro-histo-
ries, brings into view alternative versions of modernity that 
emerged as a result of colonial encounters, and recounts 
stories that unfolded outside of and in reaction to accepted 
colonial hierarchies. The exhibition questions the Eurocen-
tric idea of a singular modernity by examining a shared 
avant-garde heritage, one marked by artistic and intellec-
tual cross-pollination between Europe and Africa, which 
generated pluralist, so-called ‘counter-modernities’. It aims 
to provide insight into the diverse and often hybrid forms — 
artistic, cultural and intellectual — that were engendered by 
colonial encounters.

Personne et les autres traces, through the work of the 
artists, a timeline of references that connect the critique of 
colonial modernity with Dada, CoBrA and the Situation-
ist International (1957-1972) — the last of the international 
avant-garde revolutionary movements whose final confer-
ence took place in Venice in 1969, and the emancipation 
of black people, Pan-Africanism, African independence 
movements, and ‘Global 68’ (the lesser known off-shoot of 
May 1968 in the Global South).

The project engages in a broader critique and analy-
sis of colonial modernity, challenging its official histories, 
addressing its blind spots, and re-inscribing what has been 
absent, erased or marginalized into the present. By explor-
ing both adverse and positive cultural outcomes of colonial 
history, the exhibition reveals the fruitful, polyphonic and 
heterogeneous artistic and intellectual dialogues under col-
onization during liberation struggles, most prominently in 
the aftermath of independence.  At the same time, it reflects 
on the meaning of groundbreaking, emancipatory and 
oppositional practices (cultural or otherwise) related to that 
epoch, in light of the present global situation of unrest and 
crisis, with a view to alluding to potentialities for the future. 
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mathieu KlEyebE ABoNnenc
In his works, Mathieu K. Abonnenc researches the history 
of colonial development and its effects on cultural identi-
ty and socio-economic issues in the current global context. 
Amongst other issues, he has been concerned with the decol-
onization of African states in the 1960s, radical liberation 
movements of the time, and forgotten political figures. The 
point of departure for Abonnenc’s new work for the Belgian 
Pavilion, entitled Forever Weak and Ungrateful (2015) and 
Forever, without You (2015), is a bronze statue in Cayenne, 
French Guiana, depicting Victor Schœlcher (1804-1893), a 
French statesman and writer who worked towards the aboli-
tion of slavery in France’s overseas territories.

The statue is the work of Louis-Ernest Barrias, a 
19th century classical sculptor. Statues of Schœlcher can 
be found all over the French Antilles. The one in Cayenne 
depicts him with one arm around the shoulders of slave 
(who wears only a loincloth) while nobly, even triumphantly, 
showing him the path to freedom with the other arm, in 
a grand gesture. On closer inspection, the paternalism of 
this gesture provides a glimpse into an ambiguous power 
relationship. 

In a series of photogravures and sculptures, based 
on photos and casts of this statue, as well as casts from the 
original sculpture, Abonnenc focuses on those details that 
allow a more fetishist reading, reframing the sculpture and 
accentuating its tactile effects, including the young man’s 
smooth nudity and Schœlcher’s rigid stiffness. By focusing 
on details of the sculpture, Abonnenc directs our attention 
to the fact that power relationships are often fraught with 
ambiguity and notions of reciprocal desire, transcending 
the orthodox reading of vertical hierarchy so often propa-
gated in situations of domination and submission. 

ArtIstS
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Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc,  
Forever Weak and Ungrateful, 2015 (detail)
8 photogravures
Courtesy the artist and Marcelle Alix, Paris

This detailed analysis posits the sculpture on a more 
complicated and troubling plane, and zooms in on precisely 
those elements that allow a reconfiguration of the staged 
symbols, such as the broken chains, the hand on the shoul-
der, the grateful gesture of the hands of the slave, their 
respective gazes, and so on. While the two figures might 
appear to be a confrontation of opposites, the body language 
suggests a relationship that is more entangled: one in which 
the boundaries between desire, dependence and exploitation 
are not so clear.
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SamMy BAlOji
Sammy Baloji combines video, photography and archival 
documents, exploring persistent effects of industrialization 
and urbanism imposed on Congo by Belgian colonial rule. 
He pulls apart historic colonial archives, revealing problems 
inherent in ethnographic documentation and colonial his-
toriography. Baloji here presents two works. Essay on Urban 
Planning is a grid of twelve photographs: six aerial views of 
Lubumbashi and six images of fly and mosquito collections. 
The aerial views show the cordon sanitaire, a 500 meters 
empty or dead zone imposed during the colonial era to sepa-
rate black and white neighbourhoods — the maximum flight 
range of malarial mosquitoes. We see a sprawling cartogra-
phy of segregation, using pretexts of health and hygiene to 
control the movement of the population. This social engi-
neering still remains inscribed in the urban landscape today.

Sociétés secrètes (2015) connects Belgian Colonial Secret 
Service surveillance practices, indigenous scarification prac-
tices, and the copper trade. Secret Service spying and repres-
sion were meant to prevent local sects or secret societies 
(identified by scarifications of specific tribes or groups) from 
opposing the colonial state or officially sanctioned religions. 
Native messianic or secret sects practiced early forms of colo-
nial resistance, and were persecuted. The religious founder 
of Kimbanguism, for example, was imprisoned for life for 
emancipatory rhetoric in his sermons. The Kitwala sect 
denounced authority and coercive colonial rule, and revolted 
repeatedly. Such movements later inspired the nationalist 
cause. 

Baloji used photographs of scarifications from Bel-
gium’s Royal Museum for Central Africa to create copper bas-
reliefs of details from each pattern. Scarification is impor-
tant in initiation rites and a strong symbol of indigenous 
identity, while copper refers to the countless black labourers 
mining the ore for the exclusive profit of white colonizers. 
Congo’s enormous copper deposits were a principal focus 
of colonial exploitation, and are still unfairly exploited by  

ArtIstS
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Sammy Baloji, Sociétés secrètes, 2015 (detail)
Installation consisting of 8 bas-relief  
copper plates, black and white photographs, 
archival documents
Courtesy the artist and Galerie Imane Farès, Paris

foreign corporations. This economic exploitation subjugated  
local populations and eradicated identities. Baloji re-inscribes 
these identities in a material requiring the labour of black 
bodies, juxtaposing two politicized readings and exposing 
this extensive control of the collective black body. Both works 
constitute a cartography which indicates the pervasiveness 
and extent of control and exploitation of the black collective 
body during colonial rule.
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James bEckeTt
James Beckett’s work in diverse media explores subjects of 
a historical nature, including the development (and subse-
quent demise) of European industry and various systems 
of display, ranging from the scientific to the cultural. The 
outcomes of these investigations entertain the peculiarity of 
human behaviour.

Beckett takes a rich yet little-known African Mod-
ernist tradition as a point of departure for his work Negative 
Space: A Scenario Generator for Clandestine Building in Africa 
(2015). It consists of an automated storage and retrieval 
machine (such as those used in warehouses and pharmacies), 
reconfigured to arrange wooden building blocks to create  
portraits of specific Modernist buildings across Africa. These 
small models, however, reference not the actual buildings, 
but rather their negative spaces, alluding to the buildings’ 
potential for illegal expansion of living or workspaces.

This ‘clandestine building’, he shows, can only be suc-
cessful if an edifice contains unprofitable residual spaces. 
Despite its functionalist principles, even Modernist archi-
tecture does not always use a building’s volumes in the most 
economical way. It is, for example, possible to discover usable 
space in wide balconies, spacious entrances and the like, to 
claim it by bricking the space off from the elements — and 
in doing so, enlarge one’s private property.

His ‘Scenario Generator’ moves incessantly in its 
reordering of blocks, perpetually suggesting new configu-
rations for little-used space. The combination of mechanical 
and digital technologies normally used in the warehouses of 
companies such as Amazon here offers an alternative means 
of organizing volume. In a dystopian scenario, it refers to 
the shifting spaces and informal architectures resulting 
from the postcolonial situation. Ultimately both absurd 
and futuristic, entrusting architectural redeployment to 
a machine advocates a simplification and streamlining of 
illegal or informal practices — in its repetition, a Sisyphean 
task without conclusion. 

ArtIstS
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James Beckett, Negative Space: A Scenario 
Generator for Clandestine Building in Africa, 2015
Installation: wooden blocks, robotics,  
glass, canvas, stickers 
Courtesy the artist, Wilfried Lentz,  
Rotterdam and T293, Rome and Naples

The installation points to how progressive archi-
tecture was put to use in post-independence nation-
building projects, but also caricatures the exploitation 
of the resources that fueled Western industrial devel-
opment, automation being a kind of apotheosis of 
capitalist efficiency and speed. 
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ElisabeTtA BenaSsi
With references to cultural, political and artistic traditions 
of the 20th century, from psychoanalysis and controversial 
themes of our contemporary age, the work of Elisabetta 
Benassi traces troubled and contested timelines. Emerging 
from the historical background of her work is a questioning 
of contemporary identity and conditions of the present.

Tramline 44 in Brussels runs from Montgomery 
Square to Tervuren, symbolically joining separate worlds: 
Europe and Africa, Belgium and Congo, centre and periphery, 
colonizers and the colonized. It was built by King Leopold II 
for the 1897 Universal Exposition, linking the main venue to 
Palais des Colonies, later the Musée du Congo Belge (1908) and 
the Royal Museum of Central Africa (1960), showcasing the 
spoils of the king’s personal property: the Congo Free State. 

Elisabetta Benassi’s new work for the exhibition, 
M’Fumu, honours Paul Panda (M’Fumu) Farnana (1888-
1930), a Congolese intellectual and activist, whose thoughts 
and actions marked interbellum relations between Belgium 
and Congo. Panda Farnana was the first Congolese to receive 
a Belgian university degree, fought in World War I, and 
founded the Union Congolaise. He was a Pan-African activist, 
helping to organize the 2nd Pan-African Congress in Brussels 
in 1921. M’Fumu’s intellectual contribution remains among 
the most lively, original and contradictory of the Belgian 
colonial affair. 

Benassi’s tribute to Farnana is a ghost tram stop, a 
‘skeletal’ imaginary shelter. It is constructed from casts 
of bones of exotic wild animals from the collection of the 
Royal Museum of Central Africa, a visually haunting and 
uncanny gesture alluding to the exploitation of the natural 
world. In an act of restitution, the skeletons of this dark his-
tory of exploitation, killing and violence (animals also suf-
fered from colonial rule, many brought to near extinction) 
paradoxically come to remind us of one of the era’s most 
enlightened Africans. The ghost stop is a metaphorical shel-
ter, taking ‘the others’ under its protection — those who dis-

ArtIstS
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Elisabetta Benassi, M’FUMU, 2015,  
Installation and performance
Installation: cast ceramic plaster, 
steel, ink, 250 ! 220 ! 150 cm, 1 book
Courtesy the artist and Magazzino, Rome

Performance: Soliloquy of the Crazy King, 
extracts from King Leopold’s Soliloquy,  
1905, by Mark Twain, 6-7-8 May 2015

appeared into the margins of colonial history — and letting 
their ghosts return to the world from which they were once 
excluded. It is a place for contemplation and the suspension 
of time, as well as a monument against amnesia. 
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Patrick BeRNiEr 
&  

olive martin
The collaborative practice of Patrick Bernier and Olive Martin 
combines writing, performance, installation, photography 
and film. Their work revolves around issues of hospitality 
and hosting, and explores the fluctuating, porous nature of 
identity in the post-colonial, migratory context. 

In Echiqueté (2012), the work they are presenting at 
the Belgian Pavilion, the game of chess takes on a surpris-
ing twist. The point of departure for this work were some 
photographs from the Bernier family archives, depicting 
a ceremony celebrating the constitution of Niger’s Armed 
Forces and the commemoration of the first anniversary of 
the Republic of Niger in 1961. The martial configuration of 
the scene, the distribution of elements within it, as well as 
the black-and-white attire of the key protagonists, have here 
been translated into a chessboard diagram and a variation of 
chess, called échiqueté, or checkered chess. 

The work includes the photographs, the game of chess, 
which can be played, an instructional video, as well as a 
chequered tapestry woven by the artists, using a technique 
traditional to West Africa. The rules are the same as for tra-
ditional chess. But the artists introduced a new rule, which 
completely turns the ‘black-and-white’ dichotomy of the 
game on its head: when a piece is captured, it merges with 
that of its captor, thus producing a new, black and white 

‘chequered’ piece, a crossbreed. The captor decides which 
identity the chequered piece will take, that of the captur-
ing or that of the captured piece. The players have to recon-
sider the original tactics of the game. How, for example, to 
deal with a situation in which it is not possible to capture 
a menacing piece, because it belongs to us as well as to our 
opponent? 

ArtIstS
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Patrick Bernier & Olive Martin, L’Echiqueté, 2012
The game: chessboard with set of pieces and 
variant rules; dyed woven cotton playmat,  
60 ! 60 cm, lasercut steel pieces, anodized paint, 
h. 8,5 cm; cardboard box, 32 ! 43 ! 11 cm,  
video animation, edition of 5.
The blanket: h==3 (7, 7, 1) échiqueté, circ. vertical.  
[White and Black to move first cooperates with 
Echiqueté to get Black and White’s own king 
stalemated in three moves, Echiqueté variant, 
cylinder chessboard], woven dyed cotton,  
131 ! 235 cm, unique piece. 
The photographs: Niamey, Niger, 1 August 1961; 
Constitution of the Niger Army, enlarged 
photographs from family archive, inkjet  
on fiber paper, 60 ! 80 cm and 60 ! 40 cm,  
framed, edition of 5.
Collection: Frac Pays de la Loire, the artists

The game will be activated in the afternoons 
throughout the duration of the Biennale.  
Please check with the on-site pavilion 
supervisor for details.

The work is a clever détournement of traditional opposi-
tional game strategy, as well as a sophisticated metaphor on 
identity politics and related issues of métissage, or inter-mix-
ing, hybridity and alterity. It challenges the polarized view 
of the world as agonistic and ‘black and white’, and suggests 
a different way of negotiating opposition. 
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TamAr GUimARães 
&  

KaSpER Akhøj
Tamar Guimarães and Kasper Akhøj both together and 
separately create work that involves research, appropria-
tion and reconfiguration, borrowing tools from sociologists, 
historians and ethnographers. Situated in the realm of con-
ceptual storytelling, they explore the histories of art, design, 
and architecture in order to connect them to conditions of 
the present.

The South African painter Ernest Mancoba (1904-
2002) was a founding member of the CoBrA group, yet he 
almost entirely disappeared from their history. The near-
erasure of Mancoba — one of the first African modern 
painters — from art history was the instigator for Guimarães 
and Akhøj’s five short fables probing the fine line between 
humanism and anti-humanism, the contentious dualism at 
the heart of Mancoba’s overlooked presence in CoBrA. The 
fables — which begin in a field of pansies — are told by way 
of slide projectors. The narrator’s and the characters’ lines 
appear as text projections in a pared-down, stylized garden 
environment composed of tubular metal structures. Yet 
rather than explicit biography, the fables involve anony-
mous characters and fabulous creatures. Half, a clinging 
shadow, is a force that sees black or white, and who, despite 
its good critical intentions, can neither account for micro-
political ambivalences nor recognize our shared humanity, 
albeit one in constant flux.

The artists play with the tonal affinity between ‘pansy’ 
and pensée, intimating the double meaning of pensée in Levi-
Strauss’ La Pensée Sauvage (1962), ‘the wild or untamed 
thinking’, published in English as The Savage Mind. They 
make use of semantic variations, which can be read into the 
idea of the ‘savage mind’, with its differentiating yet nuanced 
connotations. Sauvage can denote that which is wild, untamed 
or undomesticated, while savage suggests that which is vicious 
and brutal. 

ArtIstS
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Tamar Guimarães & Kasper Akhøj,  
The Parrot’s Tail, 2015
Mixed media installation, variable dimensions
Synchronized projection, 14’ 40”
Courtesy the artists and Galeria Fortes Vilaça,  
São Paulo and Ellen de Bruijne Projects, 
Amsterdam

The garden, one might hypothesize, could be Asger 
Jorn’s garden at his villa in Albisola, where he worked with 
local ceramics manufacturers, and where other CoBrA artists 
also fabricated ceramic sculptures, in one of the studios where 
Jorn worked. The work is a reflection on the changing per-
ceptions of the encounter between Western and non-Western 
modes of thought, understanding ours as a time of necessary 
renewals. 
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MArYam JAfRi
Maryam Jafri works in video, performance and photography. 
Oscillating between script and document, fragment and 
whole, her work is informed by a meticulous, research-based 
interdisciplinary process. In the exhibition she presents a 
series of photo- and text-based works comparing key iconic 
images from early Independence in Ghana, Mozambique, 
Kenya and Congo. Ownership of these images is claimed 
by both the nations themselves and by private image banks. 
Juxtaposed, the images highlight their contested owner-
ship, revealing errors, manipulations, discrepancies and 
inconsistencies, while providing insight into nationalism, 
modernity, the fashioning of new states and the transition 
to post-colonialism.  

Getty vs. Musée Royal D’Afrique Centrale vs. DR Congo 
(2015), a new work, juxtaposes images of King Baudouin of 
Belgium and President Kasavubu of Congo in Léopold ville, in 
1960, on the day before Congo’s independence from Belgium. 
In 1950, Belgium had founded the Centre d’Information et 
de Documentation du Congo Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi 
(CID), which was taken over by Inforcongo in 1955. A ser-
vice of the Colonial Ministry, Inforcongo had branches in 
Léopoldville (Kinshasa) and Usumbura (Bujumbura). Today, 
its documents are dispersed between the Royal Museum 
of Central Africa in Tervuren, the Congolese Embassy in 
Brussels, and the Agence Burundaise de Presse (ABP) in 
Bujumbura, the Burundi capital. The locations represent 
three distinct modes of conserving and disclosing visual 
heritage: a Belgian museum, a Congolese Embassy archive 
in Brussels (on Congolese soil), and a neglected government 
press agency in Burundi. 

Jafri researched all three archives. The images testify 
to the eventful past of the former colony, revealing the for-
mal, ceremonial typology of countries in transition from 
subjugation to self-determination. The individual photo-
graphs have brief captions, giving their history and current 
status. Jafri highlights the awkwardness of collective public 

ArtIstS
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Maryam Jafri, Getty Vs. Kenya Vs. Corbis, 2012
2 archival ink jet photo prints, 1 framed text 
with photo, 1 wooden shelf, dimensions variable
Courtesy the artist

images being exploited for profit. As foundational images 
of national importance, the images together raise questions 
about visual heritage, ownership and preservation. As copy-
right and digitalization become fundamental to our visual 
culture, the ownership of history itself becomes a slippery 
territory.
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ViNCEnt mEeSsen
Meessen’s work and artistic research have consistently 
explored the history and afterlife of colonial modernity. 
His investigations in diverse media lead to associations and 
appropriative gestures that are rewritten into critical narra-
tives, pointing to the colonial matrix of western modernity. 
Meessen reanimates hidden traces of the colonial in the pre-
sent and opens up new speculative scenarios.

 His new work for the Belgian Pavilion revisits the 
legacy of the Situationist International, which has left an 
imprint as radical as it is indelible on the worlds of ideas 
and forms. Perhaps the last of the revolutionary movements, 
the Situationist International fundamentally changed the 
understanding of the relationship between art, politics and 
daily life, in its instrumental and decisive role during the 
events of May 68, and in its critique and detournement of 
forms of market spectacle. 

In One.Two.Three, Vincent Meessen begins by circum-
venting the trap of Situationist mythology, in which Guy 
Debord has been consecrated as the hero and epicentre of a 
revolution. Instead, the work revisits an unknown part of 
the history of the movement. The starting point for the work 
is the discovery, in the archives of the Belgian Situationist 
Raoul Vaneigem, of the lyrics to a protest song that Congo-
lese Situationist Joseph M’Belolo Ya M’Piku composed in 
May 1968. Working with M’Belolo and young musicians in 
Kinshasa, Vincent Meessen has produced a new rendition of 
the song. 

The multi-coloured labyrinth of Un Deux Trois, the 
club that was once home to the world-famous OK Jazz orches-
tra led by Franco Luambo, a key figure of artistic modernity 
in the Congo, offers the perfect setting for a musical dérive. 
Against the background of Congolese rumba — a popular 
and hybrid genre par excellence — threatened vernacular 
architecture and revolutionary rhetorics of the past, the film 
puts to music the narrative of unexpected meetings and one 
of the forms that resulted from them: M’Belolo’s song. Trans-

ArtIstS
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Vincent Meessen, One.Two.Three, 2015
Three-channel digital video installation 
(looped), 35’, surround sound, acoustic panels, 
coloured textiles, wooden frames,  
stools, carpet, French and Kikongo,  
subtitled in English
Courtesy the artist and Normal, Brussels

formed into an experimental space by musicians who, in the 
course of their perambulations, try to get attuned to each 
other, the club becomes an echo chamber for the impasses of 
history and the unfinished promises of revolutionary theory, 
which echo even more resonantly given the recent protests in 
Kinshasa, which took place as Meessen was filming this work.
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Adam PeNdlEton
Adam Pendleton’s cross-disciplinary practice draws from 
experimental literature, Dadaism, Minimalism and Con-
ceptualism. His work also references African American 
political and cultural movements from the 1960s to today, 
including the Civil Rights, Black Power and Black Arts 
movements, and the visual culture of the African independ-
ence movements. 

Pendleton presents a collage-like installation that 
weaves together several strands of his practice. His Black 
Dada series of paintings, for example, can be seen as fic-
tional retro-futurism that imagines what Black Dada 
might have looked like, had it existed in the past. The series 
title is derived from the 1964 poem, Black Dada Nihilismus 
by LeRoi Jones. The Black Dada paintings contain details of 
Sol LeWitt’s Incomplete Open Cubes (1974), as well as isolated 
letters from the words ‘BLACK’ and ‘DADA’, stressing the 
importance of incompleteness as a condition of our exist-
ence. The installation also contains works from Pendleton’s 
INDEPENDANCE series, which features found images 
paired with the word ‘INDEPENDANCE’ printed in a type-
face that the artist came across in a sign celebrating Congo-
lese independence from Belgium. Finally, there are works 
from Pendleton’s series System of Display (2009-ongoing), 
which the artist considers a tool that complicates the per-
ception of text and image.

Through photocopying, cropping and silkscreen-
ing, the artist puts his source images through a process of 
détournement, rendering them enigmatic. The installation 
contains a multiplicity of charged references: an enlarged 
image of the New York apartment living room (c. 1918) of 
Louise and Walter Arensberg, famous collectors of both 
Modernist art and non-Western artifacts; an iconic image 
by Ian Berry of a couple dancing in 1960 during the inde-
pendence celebration in Congo; a still from a film by the 
Ethiopian director Haile Gerima, who was part of the L.A. 
Rebellion film movement. 

ArtIstS
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Adam Pendleton, Installation view,  
Belgian Pavilion, 2015 (detail)  
Courtesy the artist and Pace Gallery,  
New York & London

In this installation, Pendleton utilizes the counterfac-
tual and the conditional — What if? — to juxtapose the above 
historical references and reinscribe them into the present. 
He points to the interconnectedness of events that preceded 
those of our own time, highlights hybridity as a cultural 
condition, and interrogates the politics of representation. 
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BELgIAn PaVILION 2015
The BelgIan PavIlIon
56th InternatIonal Art exhIbItIon 

La Biennale di Venezia

Giardini della Biennale
Sestiere Castello
30122 Venice
+39 (0)41 521 8711

www.personne-et-les-autres.be

DUratIon of exhIbItIon 

9 May – 22 November 2015 

OpenIng hoUrs

10:00 am – 6:00 pm 
(from 10:00 to 8:00 pm on Fridays  
and Saturdays from May 9 until 
September 26 only) 
Closed on Mondays  
(except May 11th and  
November 16th 2015)

Vaporetto stop 

Giardini or Arsenale

Info 

Monique Verhulst, 
exhibition manager
m.verhulst@iae.nl

InternatIonal Press & 
PR Pelham CommUnIcatIons

Alexia Menikou 
alexia@pelhamcommunications.com 

BenelUx/France Press & PR
Caracas 
Hélène van den Wildenberg 
info@caracascom.com

CATALOGUE

A bilingual catalogue 
(English/French), 160 pp., 
designed and internationally  
distributed by Mousse,  
accompanies the exhibition,  
with essays by Harry Garuba,  
Katerina Gregos, Pedro Monaville  
and Raoul Vaneigem.

PrIce 20 euros
Available at the Pavilion and  
selected art bookshops.
www.moussepublishing.com
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The Belgica is a speculative metafont, 
with every new release published as an 
open source with a free licence. This 
type system re-explores the most classic 
and basic shapes found in naïve stroke 
drawings, offering multiple versions 
of each glyph. The font used here is a 
temporary application of the Belgica-
Belgika combination, open to differ-
entiation by its users and diametrically 
opposed to the accepted standards of 
typography. Download it, use it, study 
it, modify it, redistribute it.  
www.belgica.personne-et-les-autres.be

For the exhibition signage, the letter-
ing process combines the mechanical 
constraints of laser-cut lettering guide 
templates and the vibrancy and manu-
al labor of handwriting.

BelgIca-bELGIkA

The fonts used for the signalization 
and graphic material for the Belgian 
Pavilion are a specific form of the 
Belgika typeface, designed by Pierre 
Huyghebaert (of Speculoos, graphic 
designers of the Belgian Pavilion) partly 
in the context of the Belgika project, 
which Huyghebaert has been develop-
ing together with Vincent Meessen 
since 2012. The font (capital letters) is 
inspired by the signage of a Congolese 
trading post from the beginning of the 
20th century, illustrated above.
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OTHER EVENTS relatIng to belgIUm

HeartbreAk Hotel
Vanhaerents Art CollectIon

CUrator

Walter Vanhaerents

ArtIsts

Cindy Sherman, Katharina Fritsch, 
Lucien Smith, Bill Viola, Matthew  
Day Jackson, Nick van Woert,  
Bruce Nauman, Joana Vasconcelos,  
Ugo Rondinone, Sam Falls, a.o.

Zuecca Project Space,
Fondamenta delle Zitelle 32
Giudecca, Venice.
Vaporetto (lines 2 and 4, Zitelle stop)

Dates and openIng hoUrs

May 6 – September 15, 2015
Daily from 10 am to 6 pm
Closed on Tuesdays
Admission is free of charge.
www.vanhaerentsartcollection.com

thE REVEnGE OF  
THe COmMoN PLACE
CUrator

Hans De Wolf

ArtIsts

Francis Alÿs, Song Dong  
and Rinus Van de Velde

A collateral event mandated by  
the Ministry of Culture of the  
Flemish Community of Belgium. 
Organised by Free University Brussels, 
in association with M HKA,  
Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Antwerp.

Ca’ Dolfin – Dorsoduro 3825/E,  
30123 Venice. 
Ca’ Dolfin is part of the main Ca’ 
Foscari campus in Dorsoduro.
Vaporetto stop: San Toma

DURATION OF EXHIBITION

9 May – 31 July 2015
Check www.muhka.be  
for opening hours

SALoN SUIsSE 2015:  
s.O.S. DadA
For the 56th Venice Biennale, Flanders 
Arts Institute is collaborating with 
Pro Helvetia for the development of 
discursive programs, with the support 
of the Flemish Minister for Culture.

For this year’s Salon Suisse the Saloniers 
are collaborating with Prof. Hans 
Maria De Wolf (VUB, Free University 
of Brussels and curator of the collateral 
exhibition The Revenge of the Common 
Place), Anders Kreuger (M HKA, 
Museum of Contemporary Art 
Antwerp) and Phillip Van den Bossche 
(Mu.ZEE, Ostend).
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12 September 2015, 7 pm
‘The Revenge of the Common Place’
by Prof. Hans Maria De Wolf

16 October 2015, 7 pm
‘A Collage of Opposites – On DADA, 
Africa and its Diaspora’
by Phillip Van den Bossche 
Mu.ZEE & Contemporary  
Art Heritage Flanders (CAHF) 

19 November 2015, 7 pm
‘On Robert Filliou’ (working title)
by Anders Kreuger (M HKA)

Palazzo Trevisan,
Campo S. Agnese 
Dorsoduro 810 
30123 Venice. 
Vaporetto stop: Zattere or Accademia

AlL THE WOrLD'S 
FUTuRES
56th International art exhibtion

CUrator
Okwui Enwezor

Artists from BelgiUm participating

Chantal Akerman, Sammy Baloji, 
Ricardo Brey, Marcel Broodthaers

Armenity
ARMENIAN PAVILION

Contemporary Artists from  
the Armenian Diaspora  
(group exhibition)

ArtIst

Mekhitar Garabedian

Mekhitarist Monastery of the Island  
of San Lazzaro, Venice.
Vaporetto no. 20 from San Zaccaria
Vaporetto stop: San Lazzaro

OpenIng hoUrs

Monday – Sunday from 1 to 5.30 pm
www.armenity.net

GLASsTREsS 2015 
gOTIKa 
Collateral exhibition

ArtIst

Koen Van Mechelen

ORGANISED BY

The Hermitage Museum  
(St. Petersburg) and Studio Berengo

Palazzo Franchetti,
Istituto Veneto di Scienze Lettere ed 
Arti, Palazzo Cavalli Franchetti,  
San Marco, 2847 (Campo Santo Stefano).
Vaporetto stop: S. Maria del Giglio  
Fondazione Berengo,
Campiello della Pescheria 15, Murano.
Check www.koenvanmechelen.be for 
more information and opening hours
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CommIssIoner 
Wallonia-Brussels  
Federation and  
Wallonia-Brussels  
International 

ProdUcer 
Normal, Brussels

CUrator 

Katerina Gregos

ExhIbItIon desIgn 

Lhoas & Lhoas

VIsUal IdentIty &  
typography 
Pierre Huyghebaert 
and Delphine Platteeuw, 
Speculoos 

CatalogUe desIgn &  
dIstrIbUtIon 

Mousse Publishing

ExhIbItIon manager 

Monique Verhulst 

CUratorIal assIstant 

Isabel Díaz Rodríguez 

Co-ordInatIon,  
technIcal advIce &  
realIzatIon In VenIce

M+B Studio, Troels 
Bruun, Svetislava Isakov 

InstallatIon

Harmoge

AV InstallatIon 

Eidotech 

LIghtIng 

Polder Technical  
Facilities,  
Pieter Jurriaanse

PavIlIon InvIgIlator

Giulio Piovesan

BenelUx Press & PR 

Caracas

InternatIonal Press & PR 

Pelham

InternatIonal  
gUest relatIons 

Isabel Devriendt

ExecUtIve prodUctIon  
One.Two.Three 
Jubilee

AssIstant  
VIncent Meessen 
Kristin Rogghe

ProdUctIon manager  
VIncent Meessen 
Edoardo Cimadori

EdItorIal assIstant  
VIncent Meessen 
Michael Kral

Co-ordInator  
of Karawane,  
project research  
semInar at ERG-école  
de recherche graphIqUe, 
BrUssels 
Lotte Arndt

ScIentIfIc partner 
Royal Museum for  
Central Africa,  
Tervuren, Belgium

ExhIbItIon gUIde DesIgn  
Speculoos
EdItIng & texts  
Katerina Gregos
assIstant edItors  
Isabel Díaz Rodríguez 
and Monique Verhulst
Copy edItIng/ 
proof readIng 

Mari Shields
PrInted by  
Cassochrome
With special thanks  
to Bernard and  
Laurence Soens
Paper by  
Fedrigoni  
Arcoprint 100 gsm interior 
Arcoprint 170 gsm cover

Team BELgIAN PAVILION 2015
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MaIn sponsor
National Lottery,  
Belgium

AddItIonal sUpport 
Eeckman Art &  
Insurance

FrIends of  
the BelgIan PavIlIon
Charles and  
Diane Adriaenssen
Art Brussels
Benoit and Arabelle  
De Landsheer
Anne and Peter Gangsted 
Frédéric de Goldschmidt
Baudouin and  
Diane Delvaulx
ÉTÉ 78
Nancy and  
Thomas Leysen
Peter and Nathalie 
Hrechdakian
Collection Panoptes
Maison Particulière  
art center
Thalie Art Foundation/
Nathalie Guiot
Fondation Guy and  
Myriam Ullens
Van Den Weghe
Vanhaerents Art  
Collection
Sylvie Winckler

ScIentIfIc partner
Royal Museum  
for Central Africa,  
Tervuren, Belgium

SUpport for  
IndIvIdUal artIsts
For VIncent Meessen
Africalia
Délégation Wallonie-
Bruxelles Kinshasa
Fondation Willame
Flanders Government
Jubilee vzw
Kvadrat
WIELS
WIth addItIonal  
sUpport from  
FLACC, Graphoui

For MathIeU Kleyebe 
Abonnenc
Galerie Marcelle Alix, 
Paris 
Colette Barbier/ 
Fondation d’entreprise 
Ricard
City of Bourbon-Lancy
C.N.A.P Centre National  
des Arts Plastiques
Jean-Philippe Jacquot &  
Hubert Louis
Museum Saint-Nazaire 
Juan Carlos Bendana-
Pinel & Guillaume de 
Saint-Seine
Michèle Guyot-Roze

For Sammy BalojI
Galerie Imane Farès, 
Paris

For James Beckett
Fabio Agovino
Jack Bakker
The Ekard Collection
DordtYart Foundation

Wilfried Lentz,  
Rotterdam
Mondriaan Fund
National Arts Council  
of South Africa
Stichting Niemeijer Fonds
Tecnilab
Thea Westreich Wagner  
and Ethan Wagner
T293, Naples and Rome

For ElIsabetta BenassI
Bioera S.p.A., Milan and 
Luigi Maramotti
Bluestar Silicones
Ditta Mancini Agnese,  
Pietrasanta
Magazzino, Rome

For PatrIck BernIer &  
OlIve MartIn
Bourasseau Industrie
Région Pays de la Loire
Ville de Nantes
Institut Français

For Tamar GUImarães &  
Kasper Akhøj
Danish Arts Foundation
Danish Art Workshops
Eric Guichard, London
Made in Albisola
Pinksummer  
contemporary Art, 
Genoa

For Maryam JafrI
Danish Arts Foundation

For Adam Pendleton
Pace Gallery, New York  
and London
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CommIssIoners

Sponsor

maIn Sponsor

scIentIfIc partner

sUpport for IndIvIdUal artIsts

AddItIonal sUpport 

Friends of the Belgian Pavilion

private individuals 

&

VINCENT MEESSEN

MATHIEU kleyebe ABONNENC

JAMES BECKETT

ELISABETTA BENASSI

 PATRICK BERNIER & OLIVE MARTIN

TAMAR GUIMARÃES & KASPER AKHØJ

Maryam JafrI
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